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на сфера, би трябвало да очакваме
в образователния театър тези
знания да се преструктурират в
театрална игра, основана на кон-
кретна драматургия. С всичките
Ӝ белези на този литературен род:
конфликт, с произтичащите от
него сценично действие и проти-
водействие, интрига, сценична об-
разност, диалогичност и идея. Да
се създаде драматургия с образова-
телна насоченост и добродетел-
ност в посланието си е главното
условие той да оправдае своето
предназначение. Не виждам нищо
нередно, ако в театралната игра
се вместват и елементи от състе-
зателните викторини – с надпре-
варата им за повече знания, лов-
кост, въображение и бързина, или
пък елементи на лектория – с те-
ми от физиката, химията, мате-
матиката, историята, литерату-
рата, географията и др., осветля-
ващи с оригинални театрални
средства процесите в различни
сфери на познанието. Мисля, че в
жанровия диапазон на Образова-
телния театър могат да се вмес-
тят всякакъв вид знания, стига да
се намери оригинален театрален
език, на който да ни бъдат подне-
сени.

На един фестивал на куклените

театри в Стара Загора една те-
атрална трупа от Словения ни
сюрпризира със спектакъл, в кой-
то видяхме, как сперматозоиди
атакуват вагината и се пребор-
ват с яйцеклетката в процеса на
оплождането. Представлението
изобилстваше от интересни зре-
лищни находки, поднесени с хумор
и мярка, и авторите му като че
ли искаха да ни кажат: „Ние, хора-
та, сме всъщност една лаборато-
рия за химически и биологични про-
цеси и няма какво да си въобразява-
ме много…“

Доколкото си спомням, пред-
ставлението получи голямата на-
града на журито.

Гледал съм няколко спектакъла
с образователна насоченост и мис-
ля, че в своебразието на този вид
театър се корени потенциал за
много широко тематично и жан-
рово многообразие. За да се разгъ-
нат те, вероятно са необходими
още време, средства и талант.

Мисля, че с натрупването на
повече опит, този вид театър ще
разкрие възможностите си и ще се
докаже като необходим.

Изкушавам се да цитирам със
съкращения от книгата на нашата
талантлива театроложка Калина
Стефанова „На театър по света“:

„Само ходенето на театър в Анг-
лия е вече едно непрекъснато обра-
зование. На чужденеца там му се
отварят очите не само за Шекс-
пир, но и за цялата класика, за ан-
тичната драматургия, за прием-
ствеността в театралните сти-
лове – за всичко онова, за което
дори да е изчел и най-дебелите кни-
ги, ще може да каже, че го знае са-
мо след като е гледал много, много
театър в Англия.

Почти всеки театър има
собствена образователна програма
от театрални работилници и лек-
ции за ученици, студенти и редов-
на публика. Удивително е колко
много хора посещават серията бе-
седи и срещи с известни театрали,
които Националният театър ор-
ганизира няколко пъти месечно. Са-
мите програми за спектаклите на
повечето театри са като дебели
списания с всевъзможна информа-
ция за изследвания върху съответ-
ната пиеса и сценичната Ӝ реализа-
ция. А заедно с програмата всеки
може да си купи и текста на пие-
сата в красиво джобно издание.“

Предложеният цитат вероят-
но ще ни подсети колко много се
ощетяваме, като пропускаме мно-
гообразните образователни въз-
можности на театъра.

Towards an Understanding of Children
in the Theater ≠ or Some Axioms
Professor Atanas Ilkov

The family and school are two of the most important
factors in the educational and developmental process of any
child. When we talk about „children in the theater“ we re-
cognize that this topic is preceded by that of the „child and
the family“ and the „child and the school.“ However, the
theater can be considered a very important third factor that
can help educate the child in moral values and to enrich
his soul. The responsibility of the parent is equal to that of
the teacher. And all of us who perform theater for children
are obliged to carry the same level of responsibility.  When
addressing this responsibility there are two things we
should bear in mind:

1) Are we familiar enough with the child’s world to be
able to attract his attention towards the things we want to
show him?

2) To what extent do we know our own art so as to be
able to communicate it as both understandable and inter-
esting to the viewer?

In this article I intend to concentrate on the
first of these questions.

When I first stumbled into Mara Penkova’s
theater during the autumn of 1947 the last
thing I envisaged was that the puppet theater
would become my own destiny. The theater
was soon to become nationalized and hence
take a step forward in its own professional
development.  We were only a handful of peo-
ple in Sofia and even fewer in Plovdiv. We in
Sofia were armed with our petrushki (miniature
puppets), while Georgi Saravanov in Plovdiv, a
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former circus performer, had his marionettes. In the the-
ater back then we did everything: sewing, sculpture, pup-
petry, set construction, music, lights – everything. In the
artistic sense however, we always remained amateurs. As a
profession, puppetry was not exactly considered as among
the most prestigious. We were ranked alongside the likes of
cobblers, barbers and shepherds. In other words, we were
seen as working with handicrafts as opposed to being
involved in the arts. The profession’s problems back then
were like an „unturned stone“ and they started to unravel
in front of our eyes like some sort of endless stitch that we
would cause to unravel even further. From behind the cur-
tain when we could hear the children laughing or even
when they fell into a puzzling silence, we understood that
something very interesting was happening on stage. It was
rather depressing on the other hand when a strange and
indescribable noise filled the auditorium. It was such a din
that we couldn’t even hear ourselves speak. We ended up
yelling our parts trying to outshout the children, but even
that didn’t help. Out of desperation we would start doing
whatever came into our heads. We waved the puppets
around, walked them round the stage making up all sorts
of jokes, doing things that had nothing to do with the actu-
al play. Sometimes Mara Penkova or one of the teachers
would startle us with a command of „Quiet!“ and for a few
minutes a deathly silence would follow. The din would
soon return however and would promptly be followed by
another „Quiet! We’d then proceed to rush through our
roles and shove „Hopcho and Tropcho“ out on stage to
sing the closing song. At the time we felt absolutely no
responsibility for this and with a clear conscience used to
lay the blame squarely at the feet of the teachers and kids'
poor upbringing. In other words, we still hadn’t come to
realize the responsibility we all shared to reach out to the
kids and their whole aesthetic, emotional and moral world.

These are memories going back over 60 years when I was
making my very first steps in the theater. However, I believe
that this phenomenon of „theater noise“ still very much
exists today. As soon as the child sets foot in the theater
they are obliged to chew on, and even to swallow, everything
we feed them. I include in this the shows that are simply
lacking in personality to those that bore the children stiff
with their inexcusable, pretentious and unfathomable artis-
tic waffling. Confronted with such things, the child then
feels free to look to other sources of entertainment, using
anything that pops into his head to take revenge on the
boredom by making as much noise as possible.

When I look at the way school teachers, with scholarly
arguments and learned methods, prepare the children, espe-
cially the younger ones, for everything that lies ahead of
them in life, I come to realize how far we still have to go
in our profession. To lead a child through what is for them
an unknown topic the teachers refer to things that are
already known to the child and from which they are able
to make associations. In other words, it is crucial to make
use of the array of axioms gleaned from a child’s experi-
ence during the early years.  For example, from the very
start of a child’s education the words „mum,“ „dad,“ „dog,“
„cat,“ „house,“ „chair,“ and so on are axioms with a clear
meaning. But their description with letters and words is
something still new to them. For this very reason, in a

child’s ABC book these words are accompanied by relevant
pictures. Next to the picture for „mum“ are the letters M
and U, and under it the word „mum.“ In this way the chil-
dren enrich their learning by remembering this new axiom,
described by the word „mum.“ Of course, children who are
a bit slower to grasp things will often only recognize the
first letter as an axiom, and when they are asked to identi-
fy that letter, they answer „mum.“ In much the same way
the child,  with the help of apples, is comfortable with the
axiom that three apples plus three apples make six apples,
but can’t understand that even without the apples three and
three still make six. The prospect of a number as an inde-
pendent mathematical axiom, separated from a concrete
image trips the child up and confuses him. This very con-
fusion, however, is a sign that the puzzle will soon be
solved.

The Serbian poet Duzko Radovic once stated, rather
interestingly, that „the sign of a good poet is the one who
manages to reveal to the child something that he already
knows, but doesn’t yet realize that he knows.“ In other
words, the poet should use the previous associations of the
child to introduce the new and as-of-yet unknown, thereby
creating a new axiom. A fine example of this can be found
in the excellent poem by Gianni Rodari about the figure
„0.“ When presented on the left hand side of the other
numbers no one wants to know it, as if they’re embarrassed
by it. But when the same „0“ is positioned on their right
hand side it gains in value and all the others bow before
it. The child of course doesn’t know the mathematical value
of the figure „0“ and he would hardly be able to fathom
the metaphor. He does, however, get satisfaction out of the
intriguing way that just by moving the numbers around
something insignificant can suddenly become important.
This lesson is occasion enough for the child to be able to
form new associations and new axioms when confronted
with a similar problem in the near future.

What I always find curious is when children try to use
axioms to explain the moving puppets in the theaters.
Leaving the theater one night a young boy came up to me
and said, „Hey Grandpa, I know how the puppets move –
with electricity.“ The artist Milka Nacheva once overheard
two girls arguing about why the dolls in the theater are
alive, but the ones at home aren’t.  Then all of a sudden
one of them came out with: „That’s because they’re doll-
actors, don’t you get it?“ The kid has a point: dolls (or
rather, puppets) on the stage naturally become actors. One
of my colleagues also told me about how her two children
were having an argument and one of them said: „Mummy,
Aglika]s not listening, put her back in your tummy!"

A short while ago my daughter was witness to a pretty
scary incident. At an intersection a young child went to
cross, a car sped past and was an inch away from killing
her. The mother started screaming and barely managed to
pull her away.

– „What are you playing at? It would have flattened
you!“ screamed the mother,

The child calmly replied:
– „Hey, don]t worry, mum, I would have just gotten

back up…“
The blur in a child’s head between the reality of com-

puter games and the reality of life is by all accounts dan-
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gerous. A while ago the newspapers were full of reports of
two modest, well-educated young boys with respectable par-
ents, and with some of the highest grades in school, who
walked up to the security guard at the Japanese embassy,
coolly took aim with their gun, emptied several cartridges
into his body, killed him and then disappeared with his
Kalashnikov. Some computer games can in practice become
axioms, sort of like a text book, like a model for a life full
of violence, persecution and killings. Isn’t it time we put a
stop to this worry? A thoughtful involvement in a child’s
life experience from the early years and awareness of poten-
tial deviations in his consciousness is an obligatory condi-
tion for maintaining a valuable dialogue with him in life,
in school, and in the theater.

The wider the spectrum of axioms that a theater produc-
tion can call upon, the more understood and accessible the
message, and the wider the audience reached. It is complete-
ly understandable why a soap opera like „The Bold and
Beautiful,“ for example, has ran for over 3,000 episodes and
is followed by so many people all over the world. It very clev-
erly deals with enduring and common axioms within the
sphere of morality and those which are capable of engaging
all of us. Love, envy, friendship, nobleness, treachery, selfless-
ness and egoism are all united in the show and depend on
people's unquenchable thirst for beauty, happiness and pros-
perity. The artist's vocation is to plant the seeds of love with
his art and to light the path towards humanity and right-
eousness.  Axioms, life experience and learning represent the
stone mosaic that is our starting point.

I will now allow myself to make a few observations con-
cerning another problem facing the theater.

As a result of sweeping privatization over the last ten
or so years and the introduction of wide-reaching reforms
in all spheres of life, including culture, we have seen an
increase in theater groups. In the uphill struggle for sur-
vival some have very resourcefully sought out their niche
in the sphere of education. I believe our young producer
Sani Saninski is one of the first to employ the term „edu-
cational theater“ for his own theater group. Some of his
first productions give reason to believe that this type of the-
ater may well have a future if it can establish itself it as a
necessary and independent theater genre. Even the term
„educational theater“ provokes curiosity, namely that the
theater is about to offer us something different.

From its very beginning the theater has always had its
roots in dramaturgy. Taking into consideration that educa-
tion is a nurturing of knowledge in a certain sphere we
should be able to expect this knowledge to restructure itself
in educational theater in the form of a theatrical game,
based on a specific dramaturgical approach. This basis
should be accompanied by all the normal characteristics of
this literary genre: conflict, with all the resulting action and
counter-action, intrigue, imagery, dialogues and ideas. To be
able to justify its own purpose and for this type of theater
to become established, it is essential that it carries both an
educational theme and a moral message. I don't see any-
thing wrong if elements of competitive quizzes start to
appear in theatrical games, provoking competitions for
more knowledge, skill, imagination and speed, or even
some form of lectures on physics, chemistry, math, history,
literature, geography, etc, using original theatrical means to
illuminate various sphere of knowledge. I think that all
kinds of learning can find a place within the genre of edu-
cational theater; we just have to find an original theatrical
language in which to present them.

At one puppet theater festival in Stara Zagora a theater
company from Slovenia took us quite by surprise with their
performance, which featured „spermazoids“ attacking the
vagina and wrestling with the ovary in the process of fer-
tilization. The whole performance overflowed with little
treasures for the viewers and was delivered with some well-
placed humor. It was as if the authors wanted to tell us:
„At the end of the day we're all just a laboratory for chem-
ical and biological processes and there's no point really in
imagining ourselves as anything else.“ As far as I remem-
ber the production won the jury's main award. I've watched
quite a few plays with an educational theme and I think
that the originality of this type of theater can give rise to
a thematically rich and diverse genre. To unlock this poten-
tial, however, will require time, resources and talent. I think
that with experience this type of theater will discover the
possibilities open to it and will prove itself to be a very cru-
cial theater genre.

I’ll give into temptation and quote our excellent theater
expert Kalina Stefanova from her book The World Theater:
„Only in England is a trip to the theater a constant educa-
tion. A foreigner has his eyes opened not only to
Shakespeare, but to the whole classical and ancient drama-
turgy, to the continuity of theatrical styles - to all of that
which, even if he has read the fattest books, he will only
be able to say that he truly knows once he has watched an
enormous amount of theater in England. Almost every the-
ater has its own educational program of theater workshops
and lectures for school children, students and the public. It
is astonishing how many people visit the series of talks and
lectures by well known theater personalities, organized by
the National Theater a few times every month. The pro-
grams alone for most of the theater shows are like thick
magazines with all sorts of information for studying the
respective play and its performance. Along with the pro-
gram anyone can buy a copy of the play in a very elegant
pocket size format.“ This just serves to remind us how
much harm we can do to ourselves if we overlook the
diverse educational possibilities of the theater.

Translation by Angela Rodel
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